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DriveNow mobilizes urban art 

 

 Nine DriveNow cars with urban art transformed into mobile artworks  

 Project is taking place within the context of the opening of the Urban Nation Museum 

for Urban Contemporary Art in Berlin 

 

Munich/Berlin, September 18, 2017 - DriveNow, the joint venture of the BMW Group and 

SIXT SE, is bringing art to the streets of Berlin. Within the framework of a cooperative 

venture with URBAN NATION, an international institution for artists and neighborhood 

projects, nine DriveNow vehicles have been embellished with urban art motives. These were 

taken from already-existing artworks from a number of building facades in Berlin. Under the 

slogan “We share the city”, which characterizes the non-commercial project, urban art - or 

street art - will be mobile during a period of several weeks.  

 

To this effect, nine cars with three motives will be out and about in Berlin. These vehicles will 

be in service in the normal fleet operation and be identifiable for customers in the DriveNow 

App as “Urban Nation Art Car”.  The motives have been created by the street art artists Don 

John, Collin van der Sluijs & Super-A and DotDotDot.   

 

The intention is to link up the philosophy of car sharing with the idea behind URBAN 

NATION: “DriveNow provides the possibility of the common and sustainable use of resources 

in the mobility area. With URBAN NATION, artists allow the public to share in their art,” 

explains Nico Gabriel, Managing Director of DriveNow.  

 

The cooperative project is part of the context of the opening of the Urban Nation Museum for 

Urban Contemporary Art in Berlin, which took place on September 16. It is the first museum 

for urban art in Berlin and its concept is internationally unique. In addition to the exhibition 

itself, visitors were treated to open-air installations on the opening weekend within the 

framework of an art-mile.  
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Further information about URBAN NATION at https://www.urban-nation.com   

Further information about DriveNow at https://www.drive-now.com/de/en  

 

--- 

About DriveNow: 

DriveNow, the carsharing joint venture of the BMW Group and Sixt SE, is available in various European cities and 

offers a range of high-quality premium vehicles of the BMW and MINI brands to rent, based on the free-floating 

principle. The vehicles can be hired and returned independent of location within a defined business area. More 

than 970,000 registered customers find and reserve vehicles using the DriveNow App and are able to use the 

service across multiple cities. DriveNow operates a fleet of 5,900 vehicles in Munich, Berlin, Dusseldorf, Cologne, 

Hamburg, Vienna, London, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Brussels, Milan, Helsinki and Lisbon. In all its cities, 

DriveNow also offers electric BMW i3. Several studies have proven that one DriveNow vehicle replaces at least 

three private cars. DriveNow therefore contributes to easing the traffic situation in cities. 
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